What Others Say When Jim Speaks

New Orleans CPA’s
“The best seminar I have ever attended.”
“Jim Ainsworth is one of the best seminar leaders I have ever seen.”
Florida CPA’s
“I got specific useful ideas and strategies from Ainsworth.”
“Jim is a great motivator without going over the top. His approach is practical.”
“Enlightening, inspiring, informative and motivational.”
North Carolina CPA’s
“I loved this guy! The most effective and practical approaches I have ever heard.”
“Excellent. I appreciated Jim’s candor.”
“Great Speaker!”
Registered Reps (Stockbrokers)
“Ainsworth not only knows his stuff, he knows how to teach it.”
“Jim has been there done that and learned lessons we can all apply.”
“Best money I have spent in a long time. I expect to make it back a hundred times over with just one
idea.”
“Can’t really believe his background is so diverse and that he could talk about so many things with
credibility because he has experience.”
Various Service Club Comments
“I loved his books even before I heard him speak. Now I want to re-read them all.”
“Information presented in a most entertaining way.”
“The best program we have had in many years.”
School Districts and Libraries

“This author knew what his audience wanted and delivered it. Never a dull moment.”
“So refreshing to hear an author who can speak as well as write. Inspired me to go home and write.”
“My students were enthralled.”
Book Clubs, Historical Associations, Churches, Bookfests
“I related to closely to what Jim said that it brought tears to my eyes.”
“I have exactly the same emotions, but had not been able to express them. Thanks, Jim.”
Writers Leagues, Writing Groups
“I came confused and left with a clear mission. Jim ignited the muse.”
“Ainsworth explained both the craft and the inspirational part of writing in ways that I could relate to
and understand.”

